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For those who are too small teams for the Infraspeak platform, here's our best choice of Excel-based maintenance tools and e-books. Excel tools and templates you won't believe are free. Preventive Maintenance PlanSchedule, perform and evaluate the performance of your preventative service plans with
this easy-to-use Excel template. Download TemplateList and set up all your items and warehouses, register all add-ons and inventory consumption, and check the status of your inventory in real time. Download TemplateEasily to create full and customized work orders for preventive or corrective
maintenance and communication optimization. Download TemplateAsset Criticality CalculatorDefine about the criticality and priority of each of your assets for maintenance plans, according to a number of questions with multiple answers. Download TemplateReduce mean time to repair glitches and
unplanned outages. Log in, prioritize, manage and close maintenance requests. Download TemplateIdentify the risks associated with each of your assets and maintain good physical and operational conditions of all types of equipment. Download TemplateMonitor's daily consumption of electricity, water
and gas in your buildings, determine associated costs and identify consumption anomalies. Download TemplateAnti-Legionella Maintenance PlanProtest your infrastructure from the threat of Legionella pneumophila with specific maintenance plans for reservoirs and ventilation systemsDownload

TemplateCOVID-19 Emergency PlanA emergency plan is a set of work procedures based on the measures taken by several Infraspeak customers who make a contingency plan for COVID-19. Download template e-books and documents for your learning needs. Working with COVID-19 as a guide to the
Best Practices of the ManagerA Foundation for FM professionals wanting to learn more about COVID-19 and how to deal with the workplace outbreakDownload WhitepaperTop 5 Technological Trends in the hospitality industrySel in partnership between Infraspeak and Nonius, this e-book explores the
biggest technological trends in the hospitality industry in the future. Download the EbookCOVID-19 Emergency PlanA set of workflows based on measures taken by several Infraspeak customers who make a contingency plan for COVID-19. Download TemplateVisit on our blog to learn more about
maintenance technology, facility management and smart operations. The main purpose of the maintenance plan is to make sure that your business is well prepared when it comes to implementing the necessary maintenance work. You can identify the problems and problems of your processes. Equipment
and other items that need maintenance, then you can easily build all the actions that can allow you to look at these issues faster. Your maintenance plan can help you address the issues associated with maintaining your work environment and the procedures your employees do on a daily basis. Through
Via planning, you can make sure that you are an effective legal entity that focuses on the potential and long-term effectiveness of your activities. Therefore, it is really important for you to create an outstanding maintenance plan that you can use to answer or address existing and potential maintenance
problems for your business. If you want to have a smooth flow of business operations, maintenance planning can help you a lot. Knowing that all your equipment is well managed and that all business activities are properly executed can give you the confidence that you can be productive and efficient on a
daily basis. Find the relevance of service planning for your operations, business vision, and operational goals so that you can create a document that is truly useful to your organization and all the stakeholders you make deals with and/or work with them. Elements of the Comprehensive Maintenance
PlanY maintenance plan should have all the elements that can contribute to its proper development and effective implementation. By ingast of these items and making sure they are included in your final maintenance plan document can help you make sure your output will be high-performance. Some of
the key elements that play a vital role in terms of ensuring the quality of the maintenance plan include:1 Maintenance Strategy and Tactics or Your Envisioned Game Maintenance Plan2 Actually processes and action plans to be used for maintenance purposes3 Scheduled maintenance activities,
Deadlines list, as well as the total timeline4Coman equipment and/or business process maintenance program5 Checklist of all maintenance requirements, including labor, maintenance budget and other resources6 Maintenance policies and regulations that you must follow every timekey Points of
Maintenance Planning If you want to have a successful maintenance program, it is important to have an idea of what this entails for you to come up with highly documented planning. Understanding the benefits of a complete and detailed maintenance plan can enable your business to properly execute its
action plans. In doing so, it is important for you to have a clear thought process that can help you present important issues that need to be addressed in your service plan. Key maintenance planning points include: Identify the area of the maintenance plan and limitations: It is critical that you describe a
maintenance plan and identify action plans that are aligned with the maintenance work you want. You properly submit the maintenance processes that are necessary for timely implementation so that you can properly guide stakeholders. The purpose of using the service plan: You need to correctly
establish the direction of use of the service plan. This includes defining your strategic approach to maintenance, the context of the maintenance process, and the task task based on maintenance requirements. If you can imagine why your business needs a specific maintenance plan that you have made,
you can convince stakeholders that the company and its employees only need to implement the maintenance plans that are proposed. Maintenance Plan Metrics: If you want to participate in maintenance planning, you need to remember that measuring the quality, efficiency and effectiveness of your
action plans is very important. You need to learn to develop service plan metrics to determine whether or not a service plan document works for the benefit and benefit of your company or institution. Maintenance presentation: When you're drawing up a maintenance plan, you need to make sure that your
processes and actions can be repeated multiple times. Being able to achieve this can help you have a more efficient, reliable and reliable planning document. There are several maintenance needs and requirements that need to be re-done, so you have to create maintenance work that you can rely on
and can still be very used for a long period of time. Benefits of using a maintenance plan Now you've ever become curious as to why maintenance plans are being created? One of the main reasons for developing maintenance plans is that they allow businesses and other organizations to prevent
problems or problems. Instead of solving problems when they are already present in the production environment, it will actually be easier to have preventive measures and maintenance action plans that can support the efficiency of the necessary equipment, materials, and workflows for the business.
Aside from these items, some of the benefits that you can get if you use a maintenance plan accordingly are as follows: A maintenance plan can help you make sure that you have a proper designation of work tasks, responsibilities and commitments that can make it more efficient to maintain what needs
to be maintained. A maintenance plan can allow you to make sure that your stakeholders service specific business areas, equipment, processes and items are well cared for over certain periods of time. A maintenance plan can give you time to prepare for all your maintenance activities, which can affect
the efficiency of the entire maintenance process. A maintenance plan can allow you to plan your own maintenance strategies based on specific business needs and operational needs or requirements. A maintenance plan can provide you with the ability to guarantee the quality of your maintenance
processes, which is a great way to provide and provide a healthy, productive and safe work environment. A maintenance plan can allow you to prepare all the necessary things, making sure you have a continuous stream of business operations.5 Steps to create an impressive maintenance planThe
process of creating the creation The maintenance plan is actually easy. However, consciously thinking about what to include in a maintenance plan can be very challenging and time consuming. To help you make an impressive maintenance plan, you can develop a process that you can follow; Update
and use whenever necessary for your business to have a maintenance planning document. The maintenance planning process you will come up with should be based on the needs of your business and the activities you plan to perform for your future operations. Here's a five-step process that you can
use as a guide or reference when drawing up your own maintenance plan:1Download edited service plan template: The first step to creating a great service plan is to choose the best template that you can use to amaintenance content development plans and link formatting. It's important that you choose
a template that is appropriate for the type of presentation maintenance planning and discussion you want to implement.2Create the cover of the page and introduce a maintenance plan: To make the service plan easy to identify, you can make a cover or front page. You can also come up with a
introduction document that can help you about the scope of the maintenance planning tool's content, as well as the purpose of its use.3Sthe best maintenance plan information that is needed to address and is specified in the best interests of stakeholders: Just like any other business planning document,
your service plan is also expected to be completed in terms of specifying all relevant details that will be used for an accurate business planning document business planning Your maintenance plan is also expected to be completed in terms of specifying all relevant parts to be used for accurate and proper
maintenance work. Allow your maintenance plan to provide a maintenance schedule, maintenance strategy list, maintenance requirement list, maintenance plan set, and other additional details that are important to ensure the completeness of the document.4Evaluate the entire maintenance plan: Once
you have already specified the contents of your maintenance plan, make sure you review and evaluate the original draft document. Make sure that all the details are timely, updated, accurate and realistic. It is important that you make sure that the service plan is free of any misleading information, details
that can be easily misinterpreted, grammatical errors, and the layout or structure of the document mistakes.5Save and print out the final draft of the service plan: If you believe that the service plan has already been completed and unmistakably, it will be better if you allow other organizations to review the
material. In addition to consultants and maintenance planners, you can also rely on the help you can get from your team members. Complete your maintenance plan before you keep it in the systems and print out the number of copies you need to present your service plan. How to build an effective
maintenance planY maintenance plan should be well planned. Before planning a document, you first have to prepare for it. Learn strategies for how to gather all the information you need to develop a high-functioning and efficient maintenance plan. If you can make sure that you are fully prepared to create
your own maintenance plan, then it will be easier for you to develop a quality document that your business can certainly benefit from. Here are some of the things you can do so you can properly build the content of an effective maintenance plan: Create a checklist of all the information you need to see in
terms of maintenance. Know the processes you follow regarding service and reporting management so you can map out effective maintenance work and update your presentation schedule. Prepare for how you can deal with dangers, threats and risks through your maintenance and effort. Develop a wellstructured stream of service plan discussion and create an impressive layout that can allow you to have organized content placement in your planning tool. Identify short- and long-term maintenance goals and make sure you group the discussion of the maintenance plan based on the specific output you
want to achieve over certain periods of time. Look at previous maintenance plans for your business to evaluate and determine what you still need to improve with your maintenance planning. Tips for building the best maintenance plan you already want to make your maintenance plan? If you need an
additional guide to create a maintenance plan, we've listed a number of recommendations and suggestions that can help you easily create a maintenance planning document. Below are incredible tips that can be very helpful for creating an outstanding maintenance plan: Know how you can optimize the
use of a maintenance plan throughout the service lifecycle so that you can make the most of the document's availability. Make sure all the details of the maintenance plan are realistic, achievable, and measurable so that your employees don't have a hard time handling their tasks and responsibilities. Take
the time to learn how you can align the purpose of the maintenance plan with the actual use of the document to avoid confusion for your employees. Be particularly connected to the items you include in your maintenance planning tool, and make sure that your maintenance plan presents only relevant,
necessary and fact-based parts. Develop strategies and tactics you can easily incorporate the processes and actions outlined in your maintenance plan. Make your maintenance plan clear, so it will be easy for your employees to know how achievable their and experience can help you achieve your
maintenance goals and objectives. All the elements about maintenance planning should be clear to you. You need to have a deep or deep understanding about drafting a document to you you Determine what you need to prepare to ensure that the maintenance plan is used effectively. Try asking a few
questions about maintenance planning and the maintenance plan document itself so you can become more familiar about the planning tool and the maintenance planning processes you need to go through. In the dossier, it is important to rely only on reliable sources of information. Here are the simple
questions that are often asked about the service plan: The service plan can be used in a variety of cases, actions, and circumstances. One of the most popular ways to use a maintenance plan is to ensure that all the equipment in the space is in good condition, functional and in excellent condition. The
equipment maintenance plan is very important, especially for enterprises whose main focus is production. In addition, there is also a maintenance plan that is used to build activities and processes that will be performed for the vehicle, location, job setting, office elements, and workforce maintenance. If you
want your maintenance plan to work for your business, it is important that you align the contents of the document with what you really need from it. Identify the purpose of the maintenance plan and make sure that the reasons you made the document can be used to perform the maintenance work you
want. The suitability of a maintenance plan with your maintenance requirements, protocols, and requirements is something that can make a document truly excellent as a planning tool. Even if it's easy to make a service plan document or tool starting from scratch to develop a specified service planning
document can still be tedious. To shorten the process of developing a maintenance plan, you can use links to document formatting. In addition to looking at the details of existing maintenance plans, you can also benefit greatly from using service plan templates. Make sure you look at the samples and
patterns listed above so that you can easily make a maintenance plan that your organization can optimize. Optimize. facility maintenance plan template excel
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